Investing amid uncertainty
Recessions. Inverted yield curves. Insider selling. The reasons for cashing
out of all your investments seems to be growing day by day. Fear in the
market seems to be increasing while confidence heads the opposite direction.
So what should you do?
In today’s podcast we discuss how to invest amid the uncertainty. The
underlying foundation of any investment should be made based upon the goals
for the money. We call it an investment policy or strategy.
The problem – not enough people know what their strategy is so they get lost
in the day to day news of the market. Well, that ends today!
Listen to today’s podcast, gain an understanding, then contact us if you
don’t know the “why” behind your investing.
Here’s to wise investing,
Brian, Brett, Spencer and the Iron Gate Team
Click here to subscribe and listen to in iTunes

Is your wealth protected?
One of the great ironies of investing is how people view risk. As clients
initially come to us, their greatest fear is losing the money they have
worked their entire lives to save.
Now don’t get us wrong, that is a very important concern. However, after we
begin working with and educating people, it becomes clear what the most
important risk actually is.
In today’s podcast we address the biggest risk facing anyone. THIS RISK, if
not addressed properly, can rob you blind without you even knowing it. THIS
RISK is something that not enough people address because it’s different than
the standard academic answer for portfolio management.
We discuss THIS RISK, how to escape it, the role of volatility, dividends,
interest rates and a whole lot more.
Buckle in! you’re going to love the ride we’re going to take you on!
Here’s to wise investing,

Brian, Brett & the Iron Gate Global Team
Click here to listen and subscribe to on iTunes

The curve has inverted, is a recession
next?
If you turn on the TV, you will no doubt hear that the market was not only
hammered today, but that there is a looming recession.
An indicator for predicting recessions set-off a red light today and it’s 9
for 9 in its predictions since 1957.
In today’s podcast, we discuss that indicator (the yield curve) and what that
may mean for the market and your portfolio. The good news is that if history
holds true, there could be some nice upside for your portfolio.

Here’s to wise investing,
Brian, Brett, Spencer and the Iron Gate Team

Should you buy or sell the stock
market right now?
The market has been volatile as of late, dropping 5+% over the last week.
Trade wars, interest rates, an earnings recession, Presidential tweets, and
much more are causing concern in the market.
As the market pulls back, the question now becomes – should we buy or sell?
In today’s podcast we answer that very question. We share our process for
determining what is a buy and what is a sell. We address the disciplined
process that Iron Gate has been using for 20 years.
All of this is discussed to help investors stay calm when the storm hits the

market (which it always does).
Here’s to wise investing,
Brian, Brett and the Iron Gate Team

*This podcast is for educational purposes only and does not constitute a buy
or sell recommendation

